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Abstract— An Education complex in India will become so 

advanced in future due to the development of the internet 

based technical knowledge. Smart class, video conferencing 

are some of the examples of modern technology in 

educational system. These applications help the institute to 

move forward quickly, fulfil their vision and accomplish their 

goals, E-way. The kernel idea of research project have to 

implement Android based application for attendance 

management system for advancement of institution and 

education system. The proposal project will be implement in 

applications such as online study material, notices, and online 

indicator of exam, online attendance record, achievement 

record, and parent intimation system using Android based 

applications. This system helps teacher to take attendance 

through smart phone and keep record of students for their 

progressive assessment. This system gives an ahead 

intimation to student as soon as their attendance goes down 

the detailed attendance threshold in the form of an SMS. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, mobile devices have become approach of life for 

students particular in higher education. Computers are now 

replaced by compress smart mobile phones that can be fit into 

pocket and can be carried anywhere. The rapid progress in 

mobile technology has created a new area which is known as 

mobile learning. Mobile aquire information is the next 

generation of e-learning that leads attractive way of 

knowledge delivery especially used in teaching and learning 

process. With development of this Android application the 

student preferred to use mobile devices as technology 

supported educational tool. This system is designed because 

notes  dictation in the class is difficult considering 

semester duration, student might miss the exam and important 

notice show due to innocence, errorness marking of 

attendance is more due to more paper work and manual 

attendance entry, evaluation and report generation is tedious 

and delay job. Decades to parent are not accessible. With this 

system teacher can upload notes, time tables, assignment on 

server and broadcast it to the registered mobile numbers so 

that it is easily accessible to student by their own smart phone. 

This system enables student to learn anywhere, anytime and 

at their own advancement s. This system makes students to 

alive, responsive while learning their academic. Another 

application that is provided by this system is smart attendance 

evaluation and report generation. Smart phones are based on 

operating systems like blackberry, I OS and Android. To 

design proposed project, smart phones with Android 

operating system are chosen because penetration rate of 

Android OS is 70 percent. It is open expert and free ware. 

An education system in India has become so 

advance in previous decade due to the development of the 

technology class, video conferencing are some example of 

modern in education system. This system helps teachers to 

take attendance through a smart phone and keep record of 

student for their increasing appraisal. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Next conventional systems are utilized to be able to mark 

working the training method. Some sort of. Guide work 

process Is it doesn't conventional method connected with 

taking work by simply contacting names or even deciding 

upon in writing but it is dysfunctional owing to be able to 

more likelihood of not working and much more document 

work likewise. Any individual can certainly bring other 

people cards to be able to mark proxy work [6].C. Wireless 

Bluetooth Cantered Attendance Method In this, work will be 

considered employing instructor’s cellular phone. App 

software program is mounted in instructor’s cellular phone, 

makes it possible for it to be able to dilemma student’s 

cellular by using Wireless Bluetooth. It Geneva Chamonix 

transfers student’s cellular Mass media Admittance 

Command (MAC) handles for the instructor’s cell phone in 

addition to reputation from the student may be confirmed. 

The particular difficulty in this recommended process is 

student’s phone is essential for work. In the case of apart 

student in case the cellular is fond of the good friend of 

course, if kept it in insurance region next also the reputation 

would be marked [9].Every one of the preceding systems are 

time consuming in addition to hazardous. Within the actual 

recommended project Android mobile phone based work 

process is developed and that is fewer time consuming, safe 

and sound in addition to all too easy to put into action. 

III. PROBLEM SOLUTION 

A. Proposed System 

The purpose of Authentication module proven inside Number 

3 is to supply stability. It's the gain access to module 

regarding application. Just about every user goes in his/her 

login as well as password in order to choose application. 

B. University Student Attendance Component 

This specific component is actually specially intended for 

teachers. As soon as the address is finished, workers could 

post student attendance record inside data bank created about 

server. The entire attendance is calculated routinely in 

addition to message will be shipped to the particular mom and 

dad whoever keep has much less than75% attendance. 

C. Data Bank Element 

The learning materials to be contributed are actually located 

on server. By ways of web it'll be broadcasted to everyone 

your documented learners. 

D. Text Message Notification Element 

Within TEXT MESSAGE notification element TEXT 

MESSAGE are going to be shipped to 
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Fig. 1: Structure Diagram for Android System 

Moms and dads or maybe learners. In the event 

parent notification solution is actually selected, next TEXT 

MESSAGE are going to be shipped to inserted cell phone nos. 

In the event university student notification solution is actually 

determined volume TEXT MESSAGE are going to be 

shipped to band of learners which goes compared to that 

category. With this particular element exam reminder, 

university student development, a smaller amount attendance 

intimation in addition to almost any critical observe could be 

directed. This kind of element they can be handy with regard 

to moms and dads in addition to learners. This smart link app 

in automating the previous guide technique. That is a 

paperless do the job. It may be supervised as well as 

manipulated remotely. It decreases the man strength 

necessary. It delivers exact information constantly. 

Malpractice could be lessened. Almost all a long time with 

each other obtained information could be stored which enable 

it to become used whenever you want. The results that is 

saved in the particular database helps in using smart choices 

by the operations. So it will be better undertake a World Wide 

Web as well as Operating system Centered University 

Operations technique. The many administrator, specialists, 

faculty, scholar as well as adults could possibly get the 

necessary information directly. This product is critical within 

the colleges. 

E. Advantages 

Attendance Management has come a long way from the days 

of recording and keeping attendance manually, and sending 

the information to another member of staff for analysis and 

distribution. This could take days to complete. Even then, 

analysis results didn’t include needed data for planning 

effective intervention for truancy problems. 

While using proposed process revealed in Figure 1 

educator can easily consider work of scholar along with 

personal portable and also distribute which document with 

internet server. Around the server part, percent work are 

going to be automatically worked out and also statement will 

probably end up being created keeping that in mind. In the 

TEXT notice element, TEXT are going to be provided for 

moms and dads or individuals. Within E-learning element 

information, time period tables will also be transmitted for the 

scholar. 

IV. DESIGN & METHODOLOGY 

 
Fig. 2: Adminstration System 

1) Gson:Sending data to app to server. Gson file use to 

connection between the android and server for download. 

2) OnClickListener: Click event for Button to jump or next 

Page. If user wants to jump one page to another then they 

can use the OnClickListener Event. 

3) Input StreamReader: It is use for read the data. 

4) Equals (object obj): Compares this method to the specific 

object. 

5) Declaring class: Methods declaring class. It is used to 

show the different methods for declaring class. 

6) Access flags: Using for bits encoding access.To encode 

the data using various bits encoding techniques. 

7) doget, dopost:doget and dopost method used to create a 

server in servlet. 

V. DESIGN 

The entire system consists of: 

A. Authentication Module 

The purpose of Authentication module is to provide security. 

Here while registering any new user, system asks for 

Enrolment ID so that the person belonging to that particular 

institute will only get registered and not any outsider. While 

logging into the application each user enters his/her username 

and password to enter into application. If username and 

password is matched, application gets started. In our system 

Enrolment ID will work as username[3]. 

B. Student Attendance Module 

This module is specially designed for faculty. After the 

lecture is done, staff can upload student attendance record in 

the database created on server. The overall attendance is 

calculated automatically when the faculty enters criteria 

which is variable. Defaulter will be displayed after a specific 

period and an option of mailing it to faculty and also to the 

HOD is provided in order to keep its softcopy stored. There 

will be one more option of checking the attendance of 

particular period and the additional feature of filtering the 

result by entering cut off percentage for attendance is 

provided too. 
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C. Database Module 

The admin only will be responsible for performing all the data 

related activities like create, delete, update and read. The non-

academic notices will uploaded by admin. 

D. SMS Notification Module 

In SMS notification module SMS will be sent to Parents or 

students. If parent notification option is chosen, then SMS 

will be sent to entered mobile nos. If student notification 

option is selected bulk SMS will be sent to group of students 

which belongs to that particular class. With this module 

examination reminder, student progress, less attendance 

intimation and any important notice can be sent. 

 Snapshots 

 

 

 

 

VI. ADVANTAGES 

1) Reduce paperwork and save time and money with mobile 

and cloud-based attendance management system 

.Eliminate duplicate data entry and errors in time and 

attendance entries. 

2) Improve visibility to track and manage student 

attendance & absenteeism across multiple campuses. 

3) Real-time status tracking of leave requests [5]. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The Parent Portal and Attendance Monitoring System with 

SMS is a kind of system will inform the parent about the 

attendance of the student. The design and development of a 

system will record the attendance of the students in 

standalone system or the window-based system. The stand 

alone or window-based system was injected with the feature 

of Web Browser so that it will simultaneously save record in 

two different platforms, the Window-based and Web-based. 

The two platforms has separate database with identical data 
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since the saving of records are being replicated by the use of 

the web browser in the stand-alone or window-based system. 

The proposed system would help the parents in monitoring 

their child every day or anytime and anywhere by receiving a 

notification that the student is absent. The parents can also 

access the Parent Portal anytime if they want to check the 

attendance and also the inputted grades of the student. Based 

from the finding of the study, researchers therefore conclude 

that the system functionalities are done in all the transaction 

and the system will be useful in the disseminating 

information, and will surely help the parents in monitoring 

their children anytime and anywhere without worries[4]. 
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